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Understanding the evolution of key market segments during the pandemic
There has been a lot of attention on the nature of
the macroeconomic recovery post-pandemic.
Will it be U-, V-, or W-shaped? Or something else
altogether? While the macro-economic view is
absolutely critical to continuously assess, the
micro-economic view is equally, if not more
important for organizations to monitor.
COVID-19 has devastated the majority of industries, but the impact has
been uneven. For example, food & beverage store sales are estimated
to have risen 12% year-of-year in April. Beneath the general rise in
consumer anxiety and stress, new consumer mindsets, behaviors
and needs are taking shape. However, these shifts are just as, if not
more, uneven than the industry impact of COVID-19.

Estimated Change in Monthly Sales for Retail
and Food Services, by Kind of Business

+12%

Food &
beverage stores

Health & personal care stores -10%
General Merchandise stores -15%
Motor vehicle and parts dealers -33%
Gasoline stations -43%
Food service & drinking places -49%
Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument, & book stores -49%

Navigating the disruption that is COVID-19 requires taking a nuanced
view of your customers as people. It requires looking beyond the
macro-level shifts and assessing how your brand fits into an uneven
new normal There isn’t a one-size-fits-all approach to navigating the
road ahead.

Electronics and appliance stores -65%
Furniture and home furniture stores -67%
Clothing & clothing accessories stores -89%
(April 2020 Advance from April 2019)

Sources: US Census Bureau Advance Monthly Retail Trade Report
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Three key shifts in consumer behavior to evaluate
How are your customers mindsets
& behaviors changing?

Are your customers still
considering your brand?

Are your products meeting
the needs of customers?
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1. How are your customers mindsets
& behaviors changing?
Lockdowns and working from home has fundamentally impacted
people’s moods, attitudes, outlooks on life, and behaviors.
An AI-powered analysis of 8,000+ posts shared by consumers about
their experiences of self-isolation shows that moods and activities vary
widely. Some are turning to their own creativity to stay entertained
(creativity and craft) while others are getting cozy and feeling safe with
the people and pets they are close to (sofa and snuggles).
Understanding how your brand’s most valuable customers are
changing due to COVID-19 can provide opportunities for brand
messaging that stands out, rather than blends in.
How people are adapting to life under lockdown?
Kantar Enhanced Visual Analytics (EVA), 8,000+ posts
Early March

Late March

Solidarity and strength (30%)
Positive habits (22.5%)
Bringing the outside in (18%)
Lifestyles online (15%)
Learning and making (14.5%)

No, seriously (40%)
Longing for nature (17%)
Laptop living (13%)
Sofa and snuggles (13%)
Creativity and craft (9%)
The new essentials (6%)

Sources: What people really get up to in self-isolation (Kantar Enhanced Visual Analytics), US consumers’ beverage choices change during lockdown(Kantar),
Seven ways suppliers and retailers can pivot to address the COVID19 reality (Kantar).
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2. Are your customers still
considering your brand?
As consumers’ moments of consumption and experience have moved
indoors, underlying drivers of choice have shifted as well.
For example, prior to COVID-19 one-in-five beverages were
consumed outdoors. As America went into lockdown in late March,
that figure shrunk to one-in-ten, posing significant risk to drinks
categories that are typically consumed outdoors (e.g. energy drinks
and fruit juices).
Understanding how your brand fits into new moments of experience
and/or consumption can uncover unforeseen risks as well as new
growth opportunities for your brand.
New locations, new choices?
Kantar Worldpanel Beverage Data, March 2020

1 in 5

1 in 10

Beverages consumed were consumed
out of home pre-COVID-19 (US)

Beverages consumed were consumed
out of home during COVID-19 (US)

Sources: What people really get up to in self-isolation (Kantar Enhanced Visual Analytics), US consumers’ beverage choices change during lockdown(Kantar),
Seven ways suppliers and retailers can pivot to address the COVID19 reality (Kantar).
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3. Are your products meeting
the needs of customers?
As people pick up new habits and hobbies during the pandemic, their
needs and expectations are following suit.
For example, almost half of Americans admit that they are snacking
more throughout the day. Almost a third of say that they are treating
themselves more. Although on-the-go snacking has been on the rise
for some time, the pandemic is accelerating and mixing underlying
trends in unexpected ways.
Understanding how the needs and habits of your customers are
changing can help your brand innovate to make the favorable
behaviors of today stick in the future.
Snack-and-Treat
Kantar Covid-19 Barometer Wave 2 April 2020

46%

31%

of Americans are snacking more
throughout the day

of Americans treat
themselves more now

Sources: What people really get up to in self-isolation (Kantar Enhanced Visual Analytics), US consumers’ beverage choices change during lockdown(Kantar),
Seven ways suppliers and retailers can pivot to address the COVID19 reality (Kantar).
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The types of questions we’ve been helping clients with
Brand & Media
Do we make changes in:
- What we talk about?
- How we talk about it?
- Where we talk about it?

Trade & Route to Market
- What channels do we focus on or
develop/support?
- Do we need to make changes to the

Product
- Do we make changes to our existing
portfolio of products, or packaging?
- Do we produce anything new?

assets we use to influence shoppers?
- Do we need to change our price and
promotion strategy?

Through the lenses of…

SHORT TERM
IMPACT

LONGER TERM
SCENARIOS

ORGANIZATIONAL ABILITY
AND COMPETITOR ACTIONS
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How to get started

1. LEVERAGE EXISTING
DATA AND INSIGHTS
Review your existing
segmentation framework, and
in particular priority segments
(people and/or occasions) to
identify which are most subject
to disruption.

2. TAP INTO READILY
AVAILABLE 3RD PARTY DATA
Identify key insights gaps –
attitudes, needs, behaviors that
could pose a risk or present
upside for your business,
category, and brand(s).

3. FILL IN THE GAPS WITH
QUICK TURN RESEARCH
Conduct research on priority
segments to gauge shifts today
and assess the competitive
standing of your brands.

4. HONE IN ON THE PRIORITY
OPPORTUNITIES
Pinpoint new opportunities for
brand, marketing & innovation
and consider monitoring
changes on a quarterly basis
moving forward.
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How we can help

PROVIDE RESEARCH &
SEGMENTATION EXPERTISE
Kantar’s segmentation
consultants, statisticians,
and data scientists can
support with quick-turn
analysis & analytics

TAP INTO NEW DATA
STREAMS IN REAL TIME
Kantar’s data streams can help
augment existing insights with
data on cultural shifts (EVA),
attitudes (MONITOR), behaviors
(WorldPanel), and more.

CONDUCT FAST, COSTEFFECTIVE RESEARCH
Kantar’s global research
capabilities can conduct rigorous
primary research in a matter of
weeks, not months to address
the most pressing insights gaps.

SUPPORT SHORT- AND
LONG-TERM STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT
Our brand, marketing, and
innovation experts can support
strategy development with agile
sprints and virtual workshops.
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We look forward to
connecting with you
Nico Stouthart
nico.stouthart@kantar.com
Jeff Powell
jeff.powell@kantar.com
Dmitri Seredenko
dmitri.seredenko@kantar.com

